
Charger SkyRC NC2200 AA/AAA Ref: 6930460007032
Charger SkyRC NC2200 AA/AAA

SkyRC NC2200 AA / AAA battery charger
SkyRC NC2200 is  a AA /  AAA battery charger,  which also performs a number of  various other functions.  With its  help you will  charge,
discharge and rescue your battery. What's more, the device can also connect cells and perform resistance measurements. The charger
has 4 independent slots, so you can perform different operations at the same time.
 
Many useful functions
The charger is designed to perform a variety of useful functions. It  charges your battery - even with Turbo Charge technology. What's
more, you can also discharge or regenerate it, and the battery matching and IR measurement modes give you more leeway to optimise
the performance of your power sources. With SkyRC NC2200 you have everything you need!
 
Powerful processor
The device is  equipped with a powerful  Cortex-M3 processor,  which ensures efficient  operation with reduced power consumption.  The
chip calculates the time to complete the charging process, optimising parameters in real time. What's more, the NC2200 benefits from
circuit protection, safeguarding the batteries from damage.
 
4 independent slots
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The device has 4 independent slots for AA / AAA batteries. This means that you can perform different operations on them at the same
time. What's more, the interface is equipped with LEDs which will inform you about the status of the charging process. Red indicates that
recharging is in progress, and green informs you that the cycle is complete.
 
High-quality display
You'll see all the key operating information on a clear VA screen. The white colour of the displayed messages stands in perfect contrast
to the deep black background, which makes the interface clear and legible. Opt for quality without compromising on convenience!
 
Dedicated application
Want more information on battery status and the operation of the charger itself? Download the SkyCharger app to your smartphone and
connect  via  Bluetooth.  Analyse  the  condition  of  your  battery  to  find  out  more  about  its  performance.  With  SkyRC,  you  will  gain  the
knowledge to make your life easier!
 
Kit includes
Charger
Power cable
Manual
Manufacturer
SkyRC
Model
NC2200
Supported battery type
NiMH / NiCD
Supported battery size
AA / AAA
Charging rate
0.2 - 2.2 A
Discharge rate
0.1 - 1.0 A
Weight
370 g
Dimensions
112.1 x 108 x 62 mm
Supported capacity
500 - 3200 mAh
Input power
DC 12 V / 2.0 A

Price:

€ 47.50
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